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Ba l a n c i n g F l aws i n t h e N ew E c o n omy
A

life among the trees has led me to question the
idea of allowing the cultivating and cutting of fragile oak trees while we protect the redwoods. I see redwood stumps that are 500 to 1000 years old that are
still alive and sustaining their genetically identical
suckers. These suckers have been harvested many
times over the last 170 years. I have even seen redwood stumps sit in the shade for 100 years, when they
get light they will burst into heavy sucker growth. A
redwood stump may look dead but surrounding trees
will keep it alive by feeding it through its root system. I
have seen large tracts of land slide a great distance
and the groves of redwood still stand after moving with
the land. I have seen redwood groves used as septic
systems. After 40 years of household chemicals and
sewage the only noticeable diﬀerence was the redwoods were substantially larger than the others in the
area. The redwood is designed to live thousands of
years. It has 8 strands of DNA compared to our 2. It
has nearly 28 billion sequences in its genetic code
compared to our 7 billion. From flood to drought or fire
they are genetically designed to survive. The redwoods
can stand the test of time.
The oaks on the other hand are very fragile. Once disturbed they do not return with the same vigor as redwoods. You cannot broadcast new soil over established oak tree roots, nor can you divert water onto
oak tree roots without making them susceptible to
sudden oak death. I am confused why the board of
supervisors has deemed the tenacious redwood tree to
be more important than the oak tree
If the county decides oak trees must be killed to make
room for large scale cannabis cultivation I hope they
take into consideration how fragile the species is and
how beneficial they are to wildlife as a food source.
Oak trees do not easily grow back on cleared land and
trees next to disturbed areas are at a higher risk of
dying oﬀ. I am not saying never cut an oak down. I am
saying there are some important issues that need to be
considered and best management practices need to
be in place when you are moving farmers into an area
that was not designed to grow cannabis, you are
changing the ecosystem and you must take into consideration the eﬀects on that ecosystem.
The addition of cannabis into a redwood forest adds
millions of gallons of water applied to a small area
which will lead to healthier trees and increased yields.
whereas the additional water among the established
oaks could lead to a nursery for sudden oak death.
Sudden Oak Death is a Phytophthora species which
are water molds related to algae, that are water loving
and produce spores in moist conditions. Most species
thrive in the coastal fog belt. Mendocino county
Boards of Supervisors are contemplating, if we should
move away from our resource lands, which are ideally
suited for cannabis cultivation, and move it into a for-

eign ecosystem of Oak forests. Cannabis needs a fungal dominant deep O horizon that is not found among
oak trees. Importing this O horizon from Alaska and
east Asia is not sustainable. We will need to produce
our own from our resource lands. So the plan is we
take the organic material from the coastal fog belt to
make an O horizon in the Oak forests. We essentially
take everything we need to make a perfect environment for Phytophthora species and place that environment in the oak forest. Then we add a lot of water
to mimic an environment supportive of (P. ramorum)
Sudden Oak Death.
We live in a county that needs to produce an income to
survive. We must live among the logging, grape vineyards and tourism. We now must deal with the legal
cannabis industry which is being designed by community complaints at the expense of the environment,
industry and its workers. Cannabis has the potential to
be the largest income generating industry with the
smallest land footprint and smallest environmental
impact in the county. In the most private and ecologically sound location of resource lands we say we do
not want cannabis. But out in the sensitive oak forest it
is ok?

cannabis license. We need to address how the farms
will impact the environment, neighbors and the workers. It is unethical to design an industry dependent on
an impoverished workforce. This is why we are designing a craft industry that commands a higher price so
we can pay workers a living wage.

‘We need to design businesses
differently than in the past.
There are moral and fundamental flaws
in the system being proposed.
We cannot design our business
at the expense of the people
and the environment.’
We need time, after 4 years the county and state have
yet to even come up with an application system that is
functioning. We need to take our time and make the
right decision for the community as a whole. We need
a slow approach that is inclusive of the whole community.

A Communique From
David King
In Mendocino County

Instead of being inclusive to all zones where the land is
appropriate to cultivate, a diﬀerent model is being proposed of limiting cultivation to a couple of zones and
larger size farms. We are also discussing limiting our
square footage of hoop houses. A small farm with a
combination of hoop houses and outdoor will lead to a
business model that will supply year around work. This
will give full time work with the workforce spread
throughout the county. The non exclusionary model of
larger farms will have a smaller hoop house to outdoor
ratio that will lead to a business model that will depend
on a large migrant workforce. We witnessed the conflict between pear growers and grape growers because
grapes were the more valuable crop and pear growers
could not compete. The same will happen with
cannabis in relationship to grapes because cannabis is
a higher value crop. A migrant workforce is a burden
on the community and government agencies because
they must supply social services. A migrant workforce
system is a burden on the vast majority of the workers
themselves. They would rather have their children in
school and the families together, than have to divide
the family and live a nomadic life. Vineyards in Mendocino have not addressed their responsibility of housing
migrant workers. In the heavily regulated cannabis
industry this issue will be addressed.
Size and zoning was the way we started the process of
deciding where cannabis should be grown. We are
now seeing that environment and community impact
seem to be more important. From my property all the
neighbors' properties look the same as mine. Yet every
property is zoned diﬀerently and 4 out of 5 have a
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EITHER/OR - BOTH THINGS CAN BE TRUE
Trump may be gone but the practice of focusing on
some insignificant piece of news and dividing the public into two camps is still very much with us.
Meghan Markle and the young duke, appearing on
Oprah Winfrey show, two multimillionaires and a
celebrity billionaire discussing their oppression in a
bucolic setting.
Meghan says the royal family is racist, England ruled
the world by raping smaller countries filled with Wogs,
and Darkies, killing and enslaving them, at an alarming rate. Such abject cruelty, inflicted on people, can
only be done by recognizing them as non-human. In
the process, they accumulated more wealth than any
other country in the world. The Royals live oﬀ the proceeds of these egregious deeds.
Meghan is using Harry to further her own ambitions at
the expense of this poor doddering old Queen. Meghan
is a gold digger, someone only interested in her own
welfare, a turncoat, an ungrateful wretch, a neophyte
unable to understand the history behind the throne.

Meghan is a quick learner, who has decided not to wait
for reparations, but to proactively take what’s rightfully
hers from the ones who stole it. Any publicity she gets,
any money she earns from appearances, pales in contrast to what the Brits took from her and her ancestors.
Meghan is a hero for sticking it to the Royals, beating
them at their own game.

BOTH THINGS CAN BE TRUE.
Governor Cuomo becomes the next man to be skewered for creating a hostile work environment and making crude and unwanted suggestions to young staﬀers.
No one wants to be accosted by a wrinkled old man
while they are trying to draft a law. This type of behavior has no place in the modern work place. Governor
Cuomo says he didn’t see his actions as being predatory or evil.
A little compassion for an old man might be in order.
This type of behavior from someone over 65, who
were formally referred to as “dirty old men”, should be
looked at as a disease, a malfunction, a pre-demential
malady. Many males harbor delusions of youth, we
used to call it a “mid life crisis”, the male equivalent of
menopause, where they actually believe that a
younger, more attractive person is interested in them
on a prurient level. This illusion is exacerbated when
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these men have power over people. His underlings may
indulge that whim, out of fear or ambition, creating the
very monster they now seek to destroy. Cuomo is not a
terrible beast, just another old man who’s delusions
have surpassed his ambitions, probably time to go.

BOTH THINGS CAN BE TRUE
Pepe LePew is being banished from the airwaves for
creating an atmosphere hostile to women, by making
unwarranted advances, being a molester, kissing cats
arms from fingertips to neck, locking them in rooms,
then swallowing the key to prevent their escape Pepe’s supporters say:
“It’s only a cartoon”
Pepe is as guilty as the Roadrunner for painting fake
doorways in rocks for the coyote to run into and blowing him up with Acme explosives, as guilty as Bugs
Bunny for dressing like a woman to sexually entice
Elmer Fudd, as guilty as Speedy Gonzalez for perpetuating stereotypes, Yosemite Sam for being racist and
Popeye for beating up Bluto . instead of going to mediation.

BOTH THINGS CAN BE TRUE

- MUIRWALKER

